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Abstract: The detection, enumeration, and virulence potential of viable but non-culturable (VBNC)
pathogens continues to be a topic of discussion. While there is a lack of definitive evidence that VBNC
Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) pose a public health risk, recent studies suggest that Lm in its VBNC
state remains virulent. VBNC bacteria cannot be enumerated by traditional plating methods, so the
results from routine Lm testing may not demonstrate a sample’s true hazard to public health. We
suggest that supplementing routine Lm testing methods with methods designed to enumerate VBNC
cells may more accurately represent the true level of risk. This review summarizes five methods
for enumerating VNBC Lm: Live/Dead BacLightTM staining, ethidium monoazide and propidium
monoazide-stained real-time polymerase chain reaction (EMA- and PMA-PCR), direct viable count
(DVC), 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tetrazolium chloride-4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (CTC-DAPI) double
staining, and carboxy-fluorescein diacetate (CDFA) staining. Of these five supplementary methods,
the Live/Dead BacLightTM staining and CFDA-DVC staining currently appear to be the most accurate
for VBNC Lm enumeration. In addition, the impact of the VBNC state on the virulence of Lm is
reviewed. Widespread use of these supplemental methods would provide supporting data to identify
the conditions under which Lm can revert from its VBNC state into an actively multiplying state and
help identify the environmental triggers that can cause Lm to become virulent. Highlights: Rationale
for testing for all viable Listeria (Lm) is presented. Routine environmental sampling and plating
methods may miss viable Lm cells. An overview and comparison of available VBNC testing methods
is given. There is a need for resuscitation techniques to recover Lm from VBNC. A review of testing
results for post VBNC virulence is compared

Keywords: Listeria monocytogenes; viable but non-culturable; VBNC; virulence; detection methods

1. Introduction

Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) is a foodborne pathogen found in a variety of foods;
outbreaks of listeriosis have been linked to the consumption of contaminated raw milk,
ready-to-eat deli meats, cantaloupes, hot dogs, smoked fish, mushrooms, eggs, soft cheeses,
frozen vegetables, packaged salads, ice cream, caramel apples, and bean sprouts [1]. The
Foodborne Diseases Active Surveillance Network (FoodNet) currently monitors foodborne
illness rates for about 15% of the United States population. In 2016 FoodNet confirmed
127 cases of listeriosis illnesses and 17 deaths within the surveillance populations, with a
97% hospitalization rate and a 13.4% mortality rate [2]. Using FoodNet data adjusted for
geography, researchers calculated the annual number of listeriosis laboratory confirmed
cases in the United States to be 808 [3]. Adjusting for underreporting and underdiagnosing,
they estimated there are 1662 cases of listeriosis annually with a 95% hospitalization rate,
about 1520 persons and a 15.9% death rate of 266 [3]. Due to the high mortality rate of
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listeriosis, as well as the risk of miscarriage in pregnant women from the disease, the
Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) of the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has instituted a zero-tolerance policy, where no viable Lm cells are permitted in
any ready-to-eat (RTE) food products, regardless of whether or not the food supports the
growth of Lm under its expected storage conditions [4]. In the instance of multiple Listeria
positive food contact surface results, the food product lots are put on hold. A representative
sample of 25 g of the food product lots are taken daily and any product lots on hold are
not released until three consecutive days of negative results are obtained. The European
Union also regulates Lm, including the requirement that Lm counts must be absent in 25 g
samples of food intended for infants and foods for special medical purposes. All other
foods must contain less than 100 CFU/g in RTE foods unable to support the growth of
Lm [5]. The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) reported 2502 cases of listeriosis in
the EU in 2017, the highest infection rate was among persons over 64 years of age and in
recent years, there has been an increasing trend of in the number of listeriosis cases [6].

In 2014, the USDA-FSIS published an updated guideline for the control of Lm in poul-
try and RTE products [4]. Any Lm contaminated RTE products are considered adulterated
in inter-state commerce if they contain Lm or come into direct contact with a food contact
surface that is contaminated with Lm. If RTE food products are exposed to the environment
after a lethal processing step, they are required to adhere to one of three Listeria control
alternatives to comply with USDA-FSIS guidelines. These alternatives include using a
post-lethality treatment, antimicrobial agents or processes, or strict sanitation standards.
With each of these alternatives, regular food product and environmental samples are taken
to validate that the current Lm controls continue to be effective. Depending on the Lm
control option chosen, testing may be required yearly, quarterly, monthly, every two weeks,
or weekly. If a sample is found to be positive for Lm, intensified sampling is conducted.
Increased sanitization efforts are recommended with increased sampling to verify that the
source of Lm contamination has been eliminated. If issues with Lm control continue to
persist, the food products may be put on hold and the establishments may be found in
non-compliance [4].

Viable bacterial cells in a food processing plant are routinely exposed to stressful envi-
ronments such as cleaning and sanitation operations, the depletion of available nutrients,
or extended periods of desiccation. The loss of nutrients has been shown to be a trigger
for viable bacterial cells such as Lm and other food pathogens to enter a viable but not
culturable (VBNC) state [7,8]. In the VBNC state, bacteria cannot be cultured on standard
plating agar but do maintain their cellular integrity with reduced metabolic activities,
including ATP synthesis, expression of genes, and expression of mRNA [9–12]. Pathogenic
microorganisms in the VBNC state may represent a potential food safety hazard because
VBNC cells are not detected by routine, culture-based surveillance methods. Both the
concepts of long-term persister cells [13] and of viable but non-culturable (VBNC) cells
have been investigated in Lm. The VBNC state in Lm is typically caused by a reduction in
available nutrients [14–16]. A change in temperature, low environmental pH, environmen-
tal salinity, chlorine stress, or exposure to sunlight may also play a role in triggering the
induction of the VBNC state in Lm [15,17,18].

The inability of VBNC Lm cells to grow on traditional plating media can lead to false
negatives during routine testing of products or food contact surfaces. It is also possible that
given the right conditions the VBNC bacteria can resuscitate in vivo and regain virulence,
thereby leading to infections, as demonstrated by Baffone et al. [19] while examining VBNC
Vibrio using a rat ileal loop model. Thus, there may be a risk of Lm in the processing plant
being undetected by traditional enrichment and plating techniques, being transferred to a
RTE food and growing to a level that has a high probability of infecting a person when the
food is consumed. Since regulators and the food industry are trying to minimize the risk
of foodborne listeriosis, a new research focus is called for to understand the actual risks
associated with Listeria’s VBNC state.
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To create a nutrient-deprived environment in the laboratory, that induces the VBNC
state in Lm, microcosm water consisting of filter-sterilized water, sterile deionized water,
and water containing various levels of minerals are usually used [14,15]. Usually, Lm is
first grown in a rich medium (such as brain-heart infusion broth), washed with microcosm
water, then incubated in the microcosm water at 4 ◦C or 20 ◦C with gentle shaking. Regular
plating on non-selective agars such as plate count agar [14,15] or blood agar [16] over a
period of weeks is typically used to observe the decline in culturable cells. Once confirmed
that the microcosm water contains no Lm capable of reproducing by traditional plating,
the VBNC analysis is started.

To determine if Lm cells are completely non-viable or in a VBNC state, several labo-
ratory analyses for viable cell detection have been developed. Each method attempts to
assess some unique aspect of cell’s viability or metabolism. The five most widely used
methods used are (1) Live/Dead BacLightTM staining, (2) ethidium monoazide- and pro-
pidium monoazide-stained real-time polymerase chain reaction (EMA- and PMA-PCR),
also known as viability PCR (v-PCR), (3) Direct Viable Count (DVC), (4) 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl
tetrazolium chloride—4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (CTC-DAPI) double staining, and
(5) carboxy-fluorescein diacetate (CDFA) staining although other more novel methods
have been used to estimate the viability of Lm [20,21]. In this review, we will discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of each of these five detection methods in some detail in the
hope of encouraging additional studies that will help define the potential public health
risk from VBNC Lm.

2. Methods Used to Identify Lm in the VBNC State

2.1. LIVE/DEAD BacLightTM Staining

BacLightTM is a differential staining method used to detect viable, non-viable and total
bacteria cells present in a sample. The kit uses two nucleic acid-binding stains, SYTO 9 and
propidium iodide (PI), contained in a dimethylsulfoxide solution (DSMO) [22]. SYTO 9
permeates the cell membrane of both viable and non-viable cells and stains these cells green.
Propidium iodide only penetrates cells with compromised membranes (i.e., non-viable
cells) and reduces the SYTO 9 stain, thereby staining the cells red. The green and/or red
Lm cells are typically analyzed and enumerated using epifluorescence microscopy but can
also be counted with flow cytometry [20,23–25].

When BacLightTM staining was run in conjunction with flow cytometry, high corre-
lations of live and dead Lm cell counts were found (r2 = 0.97 and r2 = 0.99 respectively)
between ratios of 10% to 100% (living to dead cells) when compared to known control
populations of live and dead cells [26]. BacLightTM stained Lm cells under microscopy also
gave a more accurate estimation of viable cell counts when compared to EMA/real-time
PCR [27]. By using BacLightTM staining in conjunction with flow cytometry and comparing
it with direct viable counts, the membrane integrity of VBNC Lm populations can be
demonstrated, even as plate-count cultivability was reduced to nearly 0% [20].

When the correlation between the percentage of metabolically active bacterial cells
added to a sample was compared to the percentage of active cells measured by the
BacLightTM kit, a statistically significant correlation, r2 ≥ 0.98, was found for A. hydrophila,
B. subtilis, E. coli, P. aeruginosa, and S. epidermidis [24]. When compared to 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl
tetrazolium chloride—4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (CTC-DAPI) staining, BacLightTM

produced equal to or better accuracy in detecting viable and total counts of E. coli in several
tests [22]. The accuracy of BacLightTM is seen in a wide range of bacteria, and it is also
effective in the analysis of Gram-positive pathogens such as Lm. BacLightTM is commonly
used to analyze Lm in biofilms [28,29] and to determine the effectiveness of antimicrobial
treatments to specifically targeting cell enumeration in biofilms [29].

However, clear bimodal (green and red) staining is not always possible. Frequently,
a gradient from dual staining is observed, resulting in some difficulty interpreting the
results [30,31]. At the very least, mixed results warrant increased controls and verification
with complementary methods; they might also suggest a gradient in cell viabilities. It
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also must be noted that cells with intact membranes are not always considered viable,
and so an overestimation may occur [32]. This method is rapid, inexpensive, simple to
perform, and is probably the most widely employed method for differentiating VBNC cells.
It does, however, require an epifluorescent microscope or a flow cytometer. See Table 1 for
a comparison of advantages and disadvantages of the various methods.

Table 1. Summary of the advantages, disadvantages, and requirements for each of the enumeration methods.

Advantages Disadvantages Mechanism Indicates

Live/Dead
BacLightTM

staining

Rapid, inexpensive. Stains
cells green with intact cellular
membrane, red compromised
membrane. Highly correlated

to live and dead cells

Gradient of or dual staining.
Need epifluorescence

microscope or flow
cytometer to enumerate

Nucleic-acid
binding stains Membrane integrity

EMA- and
PMA-PCR a

Costly, requires trained
technician False positives Nucleic-acid

binding Membrane integrity

DVC b Rapid, accurate with flow
cytometry

Subjective interpretation of
what is an elongated cell

Inhibits cell
division Cell growth

CTC-DAPI
double staining c

Does not overestimate as
compared to EMA

Requires epifluorescence
microscopy

Reduction of CTC
by active electron
transport system

Active electron
transport system

CFDA d
May produce higher viable cell

counts. Similar results to
BacLightTM

Requires epifluorescence
microscopy or flow

cytometer to enumerate
Enzymatic cleavage

Esterase activity
produces a

fluorescent product
a Ethidium Monoazide- and Propidium Monoazide-stained real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction. b Ethidium monoazide (EMA) and
propidium monoazide (PMA) are both DNA-binding agents used with quantitative PCR for Direct Viable Count. c 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl
tetrazolium chloride—4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole double staining. d carboxy-fluorescein diacetate staining.

2.2. EMA- and PMA-Stained Real-Time PCR

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) targets the unique DNA sequences of foodborne pathogens
such as Lm and amplifies these sequences to detectable levels. However, qPCR also has the
potential to amplify intact DNA from dead Lm cells [33], and thus standard qPCR analysis
may lead to an overestimation of viable cell counts [34]. This is especially problematic
when attempting to detect VBNC Lm because VBNC bacteria do not grow using routine
enrichment and plate count techniques. Due to these limitations, an environmental swab
taken from a food contact surface and analyzed by qPCR could have viable Lm, VBNC Lm,
and dead Lm cell DNA all being amplified. In the case of viable Lm and VBNC Lm, DNA
being amplified by qPCR, the swab would correctly confirm a true positive. However, any
amplified dead Lm cell DNA would confirm a false positive, leading to expensive, erro-
neous recommendations for corrective actions. Fortunately, there are additional techniques
to minimize these false positives.

Ethidium monoazide (EMA) and propidium monoazide (PMA) are both DNA-binding
agents used in combination with Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) to pre-
vent the DNA of dead bacterial cells from being amplified. EMA penetrates damaged
membranes of dead cells [35] and, when exposed to light, irreversibly binds to the dead
cells’ DNA [36]. The EMA-bound cell DNA will not be amplified by subsequent PCR reac-
tions, thus preventing false positives or over-estimation of viable cells [37,38], including
Lm cells [35]. The exposure to light also inactivates any remaining free EMA in the sample,
preventing subsequent binding to the DNA of viable cells during the DNA extraction
step [39].

However, it is possible that EMA can penetrate viable cell membranes of certain
bacterial species, including Escherichia coli O157:H7 [40] and Lm [37,41], which would result
in too low an estimate of viable cells. To minimize this concern, Propidium monoazide
(PMA) can be used as an alternative to EMA as a non-viable cell stain. Unlike EMA, PMA
has not been shown to penetrate the membranes of living cells. This increased selectivity is
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possibly due to the higher molecular charge on PMA [37]. In conjunction with real-time
PCR, PMA prevents the DNA of dead Lm cells from being amplified while allowing viable
cell DNA (including VBNC cells) to be amplified, detected, and quantified, even in complex
food matrixes [42].

Concerns have been recently raised with the use of PMA-based RT-PCR in determining
viable cell counts. When analyzing heat-treated Lm, PMA-based RT-PCR discrimination
between viable and dead cells depended on the extent of the heat treatment applied.
Specifically, in the study by Lovdal et al. [43], Lm cells were heat treated at 60 ◦C for 6 min.
When these cells were analyzed using PMA-based RT-PCR and viewed by microscopy
following PMA-staining, it was determined the PMA-based RT-PCR did not prevent the
DNA of membrane-compromised Lm cells from being amplified when high levels of
heat-killed Lm cells were present with low levels of viable Lm cells [43]. In addition, the
photo-activation step binding PMA to the non-viable cell DNA may be less effective at
high microbial cell concentrations, as other cells may physically shadow the activating
light from reaching all of the dead cells, thus leading to false positives [43]. Additionally,
like other dyes, this method may overestimate the number of viable cells due to dead cells
with intact membranes being incorrectly counted as viable [32]. Therefore, additional care
should be used when evaluating viable cell numbers via PMA-based RT-PCR.

2.3. Direct Viable Count

The direct viable count (DVC) method was originally developed to enumerate bacteria
in samples of seawater [44]. Its uses have expanded to the detection of VBNC cells of many
bacterial species, including Lm [45]. In the DVC method, a limited level of nutrients (such
as yeast extract) and an antibiotic that inhibits DNA replication are added to a water sample.
To test for the VBNC state in Gram negative bacteria, nalidixic acid is usually used, but
because it is not effective against Gram positive bacteria like Lm, an alternative antibiotic
such as ciprofloxacin must be used [45]. Once the antibiotic and minimal nutrients are
added, the water sample is incubated for 7 h at 37 ◦C. The antibiotic allows viable cells to
begin the onset of cell growth and elongate in response to the yeast extract but prevents
their cell division [44]. These elongated cells are then stained with a fluorescent dye and are
subsequently directly counted with an epifluorescence microscope [45]. Any bacteria that
have elongated to twice their normal cell length are considered to have been viable. The
number of elongated cells can be compared to their corresponding plate counts to determine
the number of cells in the VBNC state. The advantage of this method over other dye
methods is that non-viable cells with intact membranes will not elongate. When analyzing
microcosm water starved Lm cells for VBNC state, CTC-DAPI double staining and DVC
resulted in the same average number of metabolically active Lm cells (106 bacteria ml−1),
with DVC analyzing the cell elongation of Lm and CTC-DAPI measuring cell respiration
of Lm cells through CTC fluorescence [14]. Similar counts were also obtained between
DVC and CTC-DAPI when analyzing NaCl levels as a physiochemical trigger for inducing
VBNC state in Lm [15]. Highmore et al. [18] used a DVC variation with green-fluorescent
protein producing Lm and pipemidic acid. They demonstrated that VBNC Lm remained
above 106 bacteria ml−1 when exposed to 50, 80, and 100 ppm chlorine, while traditional
culturable plate counts were below the limit of detection [18]. Care must be used in
analyzing DVC cells, as the microscopic determination of a doubling of cell length is quite
subjective and prone to operator error.

2.4. CTC-DAPI Double Staining

CTC is a tetrazolium salt that is reduced to CTC-formazan by the electron transport
system in actively respiring bacterial cells [46]. The CTC-formazan subsequently shows
up as red/purple, fluorescent precipitant under epifluorescence microscopy. CTC has
been shown to be an ideal stain due to its stability and being able to be detected at low
levels because it shows a red/purple fluorescence [46]. DAPI passes through intact cell
membranes, binding to the adenine-thymine (A-T) rich sequences of bacterial DNA [47],
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staining both living and dead cells blue. In using this double staining method, enumeration
of total cell numbers, as well as respiring cell numbers, can be obtained simultaneously
under epifluorescence microscopy.

2.5. CTC-DAPI

Staining used in conjunction with DVC is a common method for evaluating metabolic
activity in VBNC bacterial cells and works well to detect VBNC Lm with reasonable
accuracy [14,36]. CTC-DAPI staining is a precise method for analyzing viable cell counts
within Lm biofilms after antimicrobial treatment and does not seem to overestimate viable
cell counts when compared to EMA-qPCR [36]. With the CTC-formazan using cellular
respiration to break down into a fluorescent dye, no dead cells with intact membranes
should be stained. CTC-DAPI staining also gives comparable viable cell counts to DVC,
with DVC measuring elongation of viable cells rather than their respiratory activity [48].

A similar stain, BacLightTM RedoxSensorTM Green may also be applied and ana-
lyzed using flow cytometry to confirm reductase activity of actively respiring cells [49].
BacLightTM RedoxSensorTM Green penetrates the cell membrane, and the reagent is re-
duced by enzymes in the electron transport chain of actively respiring cells, producing a
green-fluorescent signal. Like the CTC-formazan, the BacLightTM RedoxSensorTM Green
does not fluoresce in dead cells with intact membranes due to the lack of enzymatic re-
duction of the dye within the dead cells. This signal can then be analyzed, and actively
respiring cells subsequently counted using a flow cytometer [49].

2.6. CFDA Stain

CFDA is a colorless fluorogenic ester that enters bacterial cells through diffusion.
CFDA is then enzymatically cleaved by bacterial cell esterase enzymes to produce a fluores-
cent product, carboxyfluorescein (cF). The fluorescence is then analyzed by epifluorescence
microscopy or through a flow cytometer; the intensity of the signal determines the viable
cell count of the sample [36,50,51]. Due to the enzymatic breakdown of the fluorogenic
ester in the dye, only viable cells with intact membranes are counted. Lm viable cell counts,
analyzed by epifluorescence microscopy with CFDA, were significantly (p ≤ 0.003) higher
when compared to plate counts when analyzing VBNC contamination of cheese [25]. When
testing lake water samples using flow cytometry, CDFA produced significantly higher
(p = 0.025) viable cell counts compared to control fluorescent labeling methods [52]. When
used in conjunction with propidium iodide (PI), CFDA-based flow cytometry is an accurate
method for determining viable cell counts. When analyzing the antimicrobial effects of
oregano, thyme, and cinnamon essential oils on Lm, clear discrimination between viable
cells and membrane-compromised cells was obtained using CFDA and PI [53]. Also, de-
spite a strong reduction in plate counts of Lm, CFDA was retained in 40% of cinnamon
oil-treated cells, suggesting that the Lm cells remained metabolically active [53]. CFDA
and flow cytometry were used to evaluate the antimicrobial effectiveness of five essential
oils against L. innocua [40]. The results suggested that several of the essential oils had
permeated the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane and, based on the amount of CFDA fluores-
cence reduction caused by these oils, showed pronounced antimicrobial activity against the
L. innocua [40].

CFDA results can also be compared to plating on non-selective media to determine
VBNC counts of Lm when evaluating food storage conditions. When evaluating the for-
mation of VBNC Lm on packaged hard cheeses, CFDA-based fluorescent microscopy
showed a significant (p ≤ 0.003) difference in viable Lm counts when compared to di-
rect plate counts over a period of 90 days regardless of storage conditions, suggest-
ing that the Lm may have entered a VBNC state [25]. When methods of enumerating
Aeromonas hydrophila, Bacillus subtilis, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and
Staphylococcus epidermidis were compared, no significant differences (p > 0.05) of metaboli-
cally active bacteria were obtained by both the BacLightTM staining and CFDA staining in
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four of seven water samples when the differentially stained cells from both methods were
compared using a flow cytometer [24].

3. Virulence

There are currently several methods for the accurate and precise detection and enu-
meration of metabolically active Lm. However, in addition to determining that these
metabolically active Lm cells are VBNC cells waiting for the appropriate environmental
conditions that will allow them to begin replication, we must also understand the expres-
sion of virulence in VBNC Lm. The pathogenic gene hly (which encodes for virulence
protein Listeriolysin O) is an important virulence factor in Lm [16]. Its expression would
suggest potential virulence of VBNC cells. Both hly and inlA expression continued after
27 days in VBNC Lm cultures starved in microcosm water [54]. Continued expression of
the hly gene was demonstrated in VBNC Lm after starvation in microcosm water [16].

However, the expression of Lm virulence genes has yet to be unequivocally demon-
strated to translate into Lm VBNC pathogenicity. Study results have been mixed in viru-
lence models. VBNC Lm cells were tested in mouse models and were shown to be unable
to colonize mouse spleens [16,48]. The indication here is that, because the Lm cells were
unable to be resuscitated in the mouse model, the Lm cells had not regained their virulence
through the inoculation of the host. Similarly, Recombination Activating 1 (RAG1)-deficient
mice were injected with 107 VBNC cells, sacrificed two weeks after injection, and their
spleens harvested and plated on Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) plates. RAG1-deficient mice
were chosen because RAG1 is required for somatic recombination of T-cell receptor (TCR)
and Immunoglobulin (Ig) genes. Therefore, the absence of this protein resulted in immun-
odeficient mice [16]. Despite this immunodeficient host condition, no culturable Lm cells
were recovered from the mouse spleens. When Lm was absent in the spleens of the mice
originally infected with VBNC cells, it indicated that these VBNC cells did not resuscitate
and thus remained avirulent. It can be hypothesized based on these results that, due to
the inability for the Lm cells to reach the spleen, they may not be expressing the necessary
proteins to cause infection.

In addition, VBNC Lm cells were not able to adhere to a HT-29 cell culture line.
HT-29 was used as a human colon cancer cell line that can express characteristics of
mature intestinal cells, giving an indication of microbial adhesion in the human gut [16,48].
Cappelier, et al. innoculated a HT-29 cell monolayer with culturable and VBNC Lm cells.
While plaques were formed from three of the Lm strains in the culturable state, no strains
of Lm in the VBNC state were able to form plaques on the HT-29 cell monolayer, thus
classifying the VBNC cells as being in an avirulent state [48]. Similarly, Lindback, et al.
inoculated HT-29 cell monolayers with culturable and VBNC Lm cells [16]. All 16 strains
of Lm formed plaques in their culturable form. However, no strain in its VBNC state was
able to form plaques, suggesting lack of virulence while in VBNC state [16].

In contrast to these negative findings of VBNC virulence for Lm, we will now discuss
two studies with results that suggest VBNC Lm cells’ avirulence may be either transitory,
or in the case of the second study, simply require the right environment to become virulent.
The first study [55] replicated much of the work of the earlier work of Cappelier, et al. [48]
who had demonstrated that starvation-induced VBNC Lm, which lacked virulence while
VBNC, could be resuscitated; this resulted in the Lm cells returning to a state of cultivability
and virulence. Using both a human colon cell line, HT-29, and a mouse model, these
researchers [55] demonstrated that resuscitated VBNC Lm negatively affected both HT-
29 (by causing plaques) and mice (by invading the spleen) in the same manner as their
viable and cultivable counterparts. It appears that this difference in virulence results was
due to the VBNC cells being first passed through embryonated eggs before infecting the
HT-29 cells and being administered to the mice. These second set of results [55] suggest
that the avirulence state of VBNC Lm may only be transitory. Again, these results need
further support.
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A second study used Caenorhabditis elegans, a nematode model [18]. VBNC Lm (in-
duced by 200 ppm chlorine) were used to infect C. elegans. Not only did C. elegans ingest
the VBNC Lm, but Lm was also found outside of the intestinal lumen. Furthermore, the
exposure to VBNC Lm produced the reduced nematodes’ lifespan by a similar length as
consuming viable, culturable Lm did. The authors suggest that this reduction in lifespan
may be due to continued expression of Lm virulence genes during the VBNC state.

To determine how much of a risk VBNC Lm truly is, the likelihood of VBNC Lm
resuscitation needs to be better understood. Therefore, the next research step is to look
for effective ways of resuscitating the VBNC Lm into a culturable state. This is important
for two reasons: (1) the ability to consistently resuscitate VBNC Lm would allow for its
detection during routine in-plant environmental sampling and (2) research on resuscitation
will hopefully shed light on under what conditions Lm VBNC are an increase public health
food safety risk.

4. Conclusions

The study using the embryonic egg model to resuscitate VBNC Lm raises questions
of a public health risk regarding the VBNC state of Lm [55]. Namely, why did this model
work when others failed? There have been many attempts to resuscitate VBNC Lm using
numerous environmental adjustments, adding the cells to nutrient rich medium, and
directly injecting the VBNC cells into animal models. Some of these animal models, like
mice, may have active immune systems in which the host’s phagocytosis would be expected
to eliminate the VBNC Lm cells. The incubation times, temperatures, and growth media in
the embryonic egg model did not vary greatly from other, unsuccessful protocols. However,
in vitro models have the disadvantage of a short exposure duration and the medium is not
completely representative of a mammalian gut. The nutrients, environment, and exposure
time of an intestinal tract may differ from a cell culture model. In the successful model,
the unique factor was the use of an embryonic egg for the resuscitation of the VBNC cells.
Therefore, it may be hypothesized that there are either nutrients or other factors in the
embryonic egg which are absent from other growth media previously examined or the
required ratio of the nutrients is important. If the nutrient requirements for resuscitating
VBNC Lm can be determined, then further questions can be investigated. For example,
how likely is it that all or some of these nutrients can be found in the food processing
environment? What necessary metabolic pathways do these nutrients activate so that
VBNC Lm may resuscitate and subsequently regain virulence? What is the response of
VBNC cells if introduced orally into an animal model rather than injection, and does that
affect the ability to regain virulence?

Once we can answer these questions, we can better determine the health risks associ-
ated with the possibility of Lm resuscitating and subsequently expressing virulence in the
environment or producing a food borne infection when consumed. We may also be able to
develop standardized techniques for resuscitating VBNC Lm for food production plant and
laboratory testing. We would adjust our testing methods so that a very small amount of Lm
contamination could be detected, to meet the zero-tolerance requirements of the FDA. If the
testing methods or the resuscitation requires many cells, then a potential infectious amount
may be missed. Once we determine a proper testing method for VBNC Lm in the poultry
processing plant, we may be able to adjust standard sanitization procedures to prevent
the induction of Lm into VBNC state in the first place. If in fact the VBNC Lm cells can
resuscitate and regain virulence in the environment or when consumed, this knowledge
will better assist us in minimizing the risk of Lm associated foodborne illness.

At this early stage, we are not able to confidently estimate the public health risks
associated with the VBNC state in Lm, but if these cells are not able to revert to an infectious
state unless under preferred environmental and nutrient conditions, then this public health
risk would be minimal. However, one cannot assume based on current testing that in vivo
conditions would prevent VBNC Lm from causing foodborne illness, even if little evidence
supports its ability to resuscitate after entering VBNC state. Therefore, until it is proven
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that VBNC Lm cannot cause illness in vivo, Lm in the VBNC should probably be included
in the current USDA zero tolerance regulations. Current plate count detection focuses on
live Lm in food and environmental samples, with negative results giving confirmation
that the sanitizing/cleaning process is working correctly. The use of viability RT-PCR,
DVC, CTC-DAPI double staining, BacLightTM staining, and CFDA staining may allow for
better detection/enumeration of total bacterial load and VBNC bacteria when compared to
plate counts. Resuscitation using an embryonic egg model and the renewed expression
of virulence in Lm has been proven possible [55], however questions about nutrient and
environmental requirements remain. Further testing is needed to determine the probability
that VBNC Lm can resuscitate and regain virulence outside a laboratory environment.
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